
 

Capstone 4 - Truck Parking  

 

Your state is a very large state, with several large, highly populated urban areas, stretches of contiguous 
suburban areas, as well as rural areas.    Your upstate area, which is a mix of these, was once extremely 
vibrant economically with manufacturing and other industry sector but saw decades of downturn. As 
businesses left the state and tax revenues shrunk, transportation budgets, statewide and locally, for 
investment in capital projects and maintenance and operation of roadways shrunk along with them.  
The State Department of Transportation, challenged to maintain their capital programs and pressured to 
reduce their operating budgets, undertook a number of cost-cutting actions.  To accommodate budget 
cuts, decisions were made to close a number of public rest areas on the state’s interstate system.  These 
closures were based on decisions related to operating costs, including to consider snow and ice removal 
costs for highway travel lanes to insure overall safety and mobility and preservation of infrastructure, 
and were deemed a priority over spending limited funds for snow and ice removal and building 
maintenance for public rest areas. While the decision was not made lightly, selection of closure sites was 
made primarily based on DOT maintenance sections’ resources to keep up their other priorities and 
whether or not, with those, their ability to still accommodate public rest area maintenance. Assessment 
of the truck parking demand (or over-capacity demands) at facilities was not a determining criteria. 
Consideration of private truck stop locations also did not factor into the site selections for closure either.  
This approach took much criticism at the time (and continues) from the trucking industry, particularly 
the state trucking association, as not only did it have an impact on trucks for parking, some of the sites 
closes were actually the most heavily used/above capacity facilities in the state.  One of these was a 
major public rest area that was the gateway rest area entering the state.  With the state having snow 
and ice in winter, there have also been additional problems where major storms have forced road 
closures and no plan is in place to adequately accommodate truck during such times.  There are also 
locations in the state where trucks are often “staging” to go into urban areas or service several ports or 
major distribution/warehouse areas. 

Availability of adequate truck parking spaces nationally have been documented through Federal studies 
and your state, as have many, has conducted several studies showing shortages in truck parking spaces 
at most facilities. Within your state, not every site was over capacity, particularly in a couple of areas 
significantly off major corridors in areas where current economy realities limit the amount of freight 
servicing the area.  The federal government, particularly the US DOT, has been focused on this issue and 
more so recently spurred by some leaders in Congress who have taken up truck parking shortages as a 
safety and economic issue on behalf of their constituents. Several high profile accidents in the state 
involving trucks, pointed to fatigue for the driver as a contributing factor. In addition, there have been a 
number of fatalities from vehicles striking trucks parked on the shoulders of interstates. These events 
have renewed the trucking industry’s and public’s calls for truck parking shortages to be addressed. The 
DOT Secretary and several of the Metropolitan Planning Organizations have been “on the speed dial” of 



the trucking association director as well as from transportation logistics manager and senior executives 
from businesses in the state, concerned about driver and public safety, demanding solutions. 

The federal government will be soliciting grant applications for truck parking within in the next six 
months.  Currently, commercialization on public rest areas is precluded by federal statutes. Recently the 
state trucking association director mentioned to the Secretary that trucking associations and their 
carrier members, along with several other groups were headed to Washington to meet with 
Congressional representatives to push for commercialization of rest areas that would help the states 
offset costs and asked that they state contact their congressional representatives to support this   

Returning from a national conference with other DOTs around the country, the DOT Secretary, is very 
interested in following up on some things he heard at the conference.  There were two panels on the 
topic and brief high level presentations by states and vendors on initiatives, with mention of 
public/private partnerships, private investments with private truck stops, state investments, real time 
information, capacity expansion, brownfield redevelopment near an airport, another redevelopment of 
a brownfield on port land in a state. He also noted that seemed to be some vagueness when some of the 
panelists were pressed for questions on how projects were funded over the longer term.  There was not 
time or detail to determine how long term operation and maintenance of ITS systems and expanded 
facilities were being addressed. Given the choices previously made to close facilities due to “O&M costs, 
he sees this as something to be clarified.  Additional interest is whether any of these activities had any 
potential revenue from alternative sources, such as data captured by information systems.  

These factors have spurred the Secretary to assign the agency’s Freight Office, of which you are the 
Director to prepare a briefing report with recommendations.  Because of the diversity of issues, such as 
the urban area and port staging, inclement weather parking needs, he would like this to be a 
comprehensive plan that provides solutions and recommendations that might deal with more than just 
reopening and expanding current state sites and for you to engage public and private stakeholders He 
would like some innovative ways to address this considered, including how approaches like information 
systems for availability might be leveraged into larger agency endeavors such as its current Integrated 
Corridor Management effort. 

Your analysis and recommendations for the briefing should consider: 

• Who would be the stakeholders to include in this effort? Outline their roles?  
 

• Provide examples (and comparison) of various solutions undertaken to truck parking 
shortages from other location. These should include strategy, partners, cost (initial, 
recurring), how much capacity was added to address the state’s parking shortage, and if 
there were business models that were able to sustain cost for these without post initial 
investment for continued federal grant or state funds.   
 

• Were there truck parking solutions incorporated into other program efforts? What 
would best serve this state”? 
 

• If decisions were made to reopen/expand some facilities is there ways to use industry or 
other data sources to prioritize where facility openings/expansion should be prioritized? 



 
 

• Are there issues about data – privacy, sharing with the public, opportunities to leverage 
or “mine” truck parking data for truck parking strategies or other planning and 
operations purposes? 

 

Capstone Group 

Tori Collins -  USDOT Maritime Administration  (Team Leader) 

Heather Hildebrandt – NC DOT 

George Kinney – Lehigh Valley Planning Commission  

Yolanda Morris – FHWA – SC 

Himanshu Patel – NJ DOT 

Mike Rimer – PA DOT 

Adam Yagelski – NYS DOT 

 

 



Truck Parking Plan Proposal 
Tori Collins, USDOT Maritime Administration 
Heather Hildebrandt, North Carolina Department of 
Transportation
George Kinney, South Whitehall Township, Lehigh 
County, Pennsylvania 
Yolanda Morris, Federal Highway Administration - South 
Carolina  
Himanshu Patel, New Jersey Department of 
Transportation 
Mike Rimer, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 
Adam Yagelski, New York State Department of 
Transportation
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PRESENTATION AGENDA
INTRODUCTION 
- New Parkmore
Truck Parking Inventory
- Inventory Table
- Other Significant Findings
- Overview - Problem
Best Practices & Current Challenges

Proposal 
- Stakeholder Outreach 
- Current Trend(s) Evaluation 
- Potential Funding Sources 
- Development  Planning for 

Recommendation
- Questions/Comments 
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INTRODUCTION
• About New Parkmore Geographic Location and 

assets
• About New Parkmore Economic Trends
• About New Parkmore – Impacts on Public Truck 

Parking Demand
• Problem? – Inadequate Supply of Truck parking 

facilities.
• About New Parkmore Parking - In 2015, a truck 

parking inventory indicated that there were 8,200 
spaces available at private truck stops and rest 
areas in New Parkmore. During the peak truck 
parking demand, which occurs during the 
overnight hours, approximately 9,500 trucks 
require parking accommodations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
• About New Parkmore Truck Parking Demand -

Demand for truck parking is expected to grow. 
According to the Freight Analysis Framework 
version 4 along with modeling from the 
Statewide Freight Model indicated that truck 
traffic will increase by more than 50% by the 
year 2040. As trucks currently carry nearly 80% of 
all good moved in New Parkmore, this demand 
will increase even more with the expansion of 
the state’s port.
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INTRODUCTION 
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New Parkmore State 
Map & Truck Parking 
Inventory 
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• DEMAND – TRUCK TRIPS PER 
DAY 

• SUPPLY - FACILITIES/SPACES

Other Measurements: 
• HOURS OF SERVICE (HOS)
• FATIGUE-RELATED ACCIDENTS
• VIOLATIONS
• TRUCK PARKING UTILIZATION



TRUCK PARKING INVENTORY 

Corridor No. Truck Parking 
Facilities

No. Truck Parking Spaces Truck Counts

I-95 45 2460 2460

I-34 40 2050 2050

US-13 30 1640 1640

US-44 10 50 48

PM Coastal 15 800 732

PM Western 20 1200 950

Total 160 8,200 7880
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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 
• Parking Capacity 

• Time of Parking 
• Private Truck Stops

• Safety  

• Truck Driver Behaviors 
- Regulatory Compliance (ELD)

- Port Wait Times 
- Willingness to Pay (out of pocket)
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OVERVIEW of Problem 
• New Parkmore is a very large state along the eastern part of the United States, currently 

with 8,200 authorized truck parking spaces. 
• Vibrant Manufacturing & Industry

Ø Economic challenges 
Ø Population  growth
Ø Freight Flows to increase by 92% by 2045
Ø Freight by Truck to increase by 65%

• Transportation Network: 
Ø One deep-water port on its eastern edge and one major intermodal with service to 

two Class I railways. 
Ø One major Airport
Ø Interstate 95 – 16,000 trucks per day  
Ø Interstate 34 – 14,000 trucks per day
Ø US 13 US 44
Ø Estimated need 9,500 truck spaces per day
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BEST PRACTICES & 
CHALLENGES 

Adding Capacity vs. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

In 2000, the NTSB identified critical aspects of the truck 
parking issue, including:
• The lack of safe available parking on or near interstates 

for truck drivers who want or need to use it; and
• The lack of information about parking available to truck 

drivers.
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NTSB, Highway Special Investigation Report, Truck Parking Areas (2000) 
(https://www.ntsb.gov/news/events/Documents/truck_bus-SIR0001.pdf)
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Capacity or 
ITS

Best Practice Description Challenges Identified

Capacity
Plans to convert closed rest areas into commercial vehicle parking or propose the construction of new rest 
areas on heavily used corridors.

Truck parking capacity issues on heavily used corridors.

Capacity
Privatization-parternship to create fenced, lighted parking lots. Create auxillary lots near overcrowded rest 
areas. 

Overcrowded truck parking rest areas.

Capacity
Educate truckers where legal parking spots are availabile by publishing trucker's map with public and 
private parking locations. 

Truckers parking at illegally along the highways.

Capacity
Adopted "Safe Haven" concept. It permits commercial vehicle operators to park at weigh stations during 
overnight hours. 

Relieve truck parking capacity issues along the highway network.

Capacity Build new parking facilities along highway network. Truck parking capacity issues along highway network.
Capacity Converting closed rest areas or weigh stations. Overall truck parking capacity issues.
Capacity Partnering with truck stops to provide excess DOT property or right-of-way for parking. Truck parking capacity issues in and around the highway network.
Capacity Some public truck parking is provided at designated pull outs. Generally truck parking capacity a major issue.

Capacity Create incentives for businesses, malls, and warehouse locations to allow truck parking especially in the 
case of warehouse facilities where there are large parking lots and truck traffic specific to the facility. 

NIMBY and local resistance issues

Capacity Ensure safe facilities for the truck operator. 
Security measures often cost more to implement; scarce 
enforcement resources; secure locations may be difficult to utilize

Capacity
Look for Low-Cost, Marginal Capacity Enhancements: Restriping existing facilities to make more efficient 
use of the existing space, expanding surface pavement at rest areas, allowing overnight parking at weigh 
stations or creating simple parking along available portions of existing rights of way.

May require work with other involved stakeholders; does not 
address peak demand issues

Capacity Adaptive use of off-hours use of park and ride lots
ensure geometrics accommodate trucks; shared use timeframe 
challenges

Capacity
When closing publicly-owned rest areas and give special recognition to local truck stops. In exchange for 
this recognition, the private stops must agree to provide a certain level of free parking and services. 

Long-term sustainability of the arrangement; elimination of public 
parking spaces

Capacity Work with trucking industry to address negative externalities of human behavior in truck parking lots.
trucking industry not a monolith; some issues require amenities to be 
provided, such as restrooms

Capacity 
and ITS

Public-private partnerships for the maintenance and operation of rest areas
Federal legislation limits private activities on highway ROW; mixed 
success of P3's

Capacity 
and ITS

Private and public facilities included
Private facilities are more numerous but may be more difficult to 
engage; lack of funding applies public facilities
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Capacity or ITS Best Practice Description Challenges Identified

ITS
Considering low cost solution. Utilization of technology to improve truck parking availability, and to 
reduce truck parking effects on communities. Technology allows truck drivers to inform about existing 
truck parking facilities rather than expanding capacity as the only option.

Information-based practices do not add capacity

ITS
Systems should support a range of communication tools to ensure customers can find reliable and 
valid information on parking availability.

working with private sector to identify what information is needed 
and in what formats; ensure information is relevant and actionable

ITS Ensure systems are designed to accept feedback from truckers and other users

ITS
Use data collected as inputs to other processes, including the capital program, emergency operations 
planning, etc.; parking data including volume, times and duration can be used to estimate future 
parking needs and services.

Use cases for these data are still developing; analytics capacities 
uneven at many DOTs and public sector agencies

ITS Provide information to third-party apps, publish publicly data feeds, etc.
Vendor license agreements if vendor hosted and maintained; 
Systems integration; accurate real-time data; working with 
stakeholders to ensure information is relevant and actionable

ITS
Follow contemporary IT system best practices: Implement an open database design and architecure 
allow integration with advanced related systems, such as traffic management system software and 511 
systems. Implement scalable, modularized systems

Vendor license agreements if vendor hosted and maintained; 

ITS
Driver distraction is a major consideration should be a critical focus during design. Implement features 
like text-to-speech in smartphone and connected vehicle applications to reduce driver distraction and 
improve safety

ITS Address pre-trip planning and just-in-time end-of-day parking needs
Each use case requries different qualities of information; in-cab 
driver delivery mechanism

ITS Design system to provide predictive functionality and forecasting
Analytics capacities uneven at many DOTs and public sector 
agencies; historical forecast information may not be available 
initially and may take time to accumulate

ITS Develop business-to-business agreements with the truck stops to install sensor technology, collect 
parking data and license the information to state DOTs

Issues associated with collection and dissemination of proprietary 
data

ITS Include information about parking space amenities, such as restrooms, availabiltiy of food, services, 
etc.

Obtaining and maintaining data

ITS
Emergency Truck Parking Portal - During 6+ inch snow storms, tractor trailer drivers may use several 
commuter park and ride lots for safe haven to ride out the storm instead of parking on ramps and 
roadsides. This initiative provides an alternative for truckers traveling during heavy storms.

Systems integration; accurate real-time data; working with 
stakeholders to ensure information is relevant and actionable; in-
cab driver delivery mechanism



PROPOSAL: 
STAKEHOLDERS
• Federal level 
• State(s) 
• Regional 
• Private Sector 
• Technology 
• Education 
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Level Stakeholder Role How to 
Engage

Na
tio

na
l USDOT Safety and capital program oversight; regulation; coordinate activities FAC; PSA

National Coalition for Truck Parking Includes stakeholder insight from transportation organizations, the freight industry, and other 
groups to advance safe truck parking PSWG

State Congressional Delegation Lawmaking; policy advocacy at the federal level TPS

St
at

e

Motor Truck Rep. Advocate for carriers on issues at the state and national levels FAC; TPS
Independent Owner-Operators Rep. Advocate for owner-operators on issues at the State and national levels FAC; TPS

State Police Safety and compliance enforcement PSWG; PSA
DOT Own and operate infrastructure; capital investment; safety and compliance enforcement n/a

Port Authority Own and operate infrastructure; capital investment; safety and compliance enforcement; economic 
development and port business expansion

FAC; PSWG; 
TPS

Bridge and Toll Commission(s) Own and operate infrastructure; capital investment; safety and compliance enforcement; fee 
collection

FAC; PSWG; 
TPS

State Legislative Delegation Lawmaking; policy advocacy at the state level TPS

Re
gi

on
al

/ 
Lo

ca
l Metropolitan Planning Organization Capital investment planning; coordination FAC; PSWG; 

TPS

Municipalities Land use regulation; Own and operate infrastructure; capital investment; safety and compliance 
enfocement FAC; TPS

Pr
iv

at
e 

Se
ct

or Truck stop owners Provide majority of truck parking spaces nationally; purveyors of fuel and amenities FAC; TPS
Truck drivers Operate commercial motor vehicles according to applicable laws, regulations, and industry dictates FAC; TPS

Carriers Provide freight transportation services; employ truck drivers FAC; TPS

Technology Companies Develop truck parking-related devices and information platforms; vehicle automation; sale of 
services to trucking industry, DOTs, etc. FAC; TPS

Ed
uc

at
io

n National Highway Institute USDOT arm providing public sector professional development and education relating to 
transportation issues and practices PSWG

Freight Professional Development 
Program

Offers a broad range of professional capacity building opportunities including courses, workshops, 
seminars, and peer-to-peer exchanges PSWG

FAC = Freight Advisory Committee
PSA = Program-specific activities

PSWG = Public sector working group
TPS = Truck Parking Summit



Regulatory (Zoning) Standards Relax or incentivize regulations to stimulate new or expanded truck stop parking development.

Planning Considerations
Standards related to access, on-site circulation, building size, security provisions, safe parking areas, sidings and/or 
working tracks for railcars, and adequate truck parking and loading areas.

Marine 

Terminals/Intermodal/Bulk 
Transload Facility

Work with operators to implement new strategies to reduce gate wait times and free up internal parking spaces 
(electronic data, automated vehicle identification, and equipment tracking technology).

Freight 

Committee/Stakeholders

Utilize freight stakeholder committees with experience in site plan review. This offers design standards and 
recommendations to better accommodate deliveries/freight.

Industrial Developers

Develop toolkits to include zoning requirements, permitting processes, key steps to complete the permitting 
process, and contact information. A clearly defined process opens the lines of communication between public 
sector and developers.

Freight Handling Facilities
Work with freight handling facilities to extend/modify hours that serve to shift trucks from the most congested peak 
hours of traffic to off-peak hours in order to improve capacity and operations.

Access and Capacity

Minimize on-street truck staging by assuring that trucks are able to access industrial sites at all times (key cards, on-
duty security and separated secure areas). Require a minimum number of parking spaces per number of trucks 
served on any given day.

Driver Amenities
Require that showers, food services, sleeping areas, and entertainment and waiting areas are incorporated into 
facility design.

Fee In-Lieu Exaction
Work with legislative and other partners to implement a fee-in-lieu system requiring new facilities to provide on-
site parking or pay a fee to a dedicated truck parking fund.

Land Use Strategies



POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES 
• State Tax – Diesel and/or all fuels for truck only spaces
• Tax Incentives - for private development of truck stops
• Private Funding - rest stops for trucks and P3 partnerships
• Infrastructure Fund – Fees to Trucking Associations, Carriers, 

Truck stops and Truck Travel Centers to fund digital 
infrastructure and applications delivering a truck parking 
space reservation system
• Federal Funding Sources:
STBG, NHFP, HSIP, NHPP, CMAQ, FAST Act TIGER 
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CURRENT TRENDS EVALUATION 
• Adding capacity City of Elmira, NY created approximately 30 

truck parking spaces within an underutilized public parking lot. 
Truckers can use these spaces for a for $5 overnight, $30 weekly or 
$50 monthly.
• ITS approaches – Business Models Comparison
• Truck parking information and management system (TPIMS) has 

been in operation since 2014 along the I-94 corridor in Michigan 
with expansion goals for Kansas, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, 
Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
• In Virginia and Maryland, the I-95 Corridor Coalition has 

developed the Truck ‘N Park system which measures space 
availability in real-time at five sites.
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN: 
RECOMMENDATIONS/RESOURCES/CHALLENGES

• Short Term – Maximize the utilization of currently available parking (ITS 
Products) and use low-cost strategies to add capacity quickly

Ø Develop a Capacity Strategic Action Plan: Comprehensively reassess rest areas targeted for 
closure and implement other low-cost strategies to activate latent capacity

Ø Issue RFI for real-time truck parking availability tools and integration into 511-New Parkmore
Ø Examine methods to optimize parking space utilization (e.g., reservation system, cost-

sharing)

• Mid Term – Increase number of Truck Parking Spaces (Port Conveyance)
Ø Engage stakeholders and educate state officials, congressional delegation, and public
Ø Explore public private partnerships
Ø Focus on warehousing and distribution center development projects near freight corridors
Ø Address local codes, zoning, and land use regulation (e.g., model codes, design standards)

• Long Term – Education and Regulations
Ø Educate 
Ø Lobby 
Ø Collaborate 
Ø Support 18Hypothetical



QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
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